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1. Introduction

Deep learning (DL) prevalently applies to many tasks that are
used to be done using a set of instructions. The improvement
of DL capability is desired, which requires the deep neural net-
work (DNN) to be deeper and larger. The wide use of DL with
deep and large DNNs causes an immense workload for hard-
ware, which is expected to continue onward. To support this
trend, new hardware that accelerates major DL operations with
reduced power consumption is strongly demanded. The current
mainstream hardware for DL is general-purpose graphics proc-
essing units (GPGPUs), which enable parallel multiply-

accumulate (MAC) operations—amajor oper-
ational workload—but consume enormous
power. DL accelerators aim to achieve high
performance and power efficiency beyond
GPGPUs.

Several DL accelerators (popularly,
referred to as neural processing units) have
already been commercialized.[1,2] A next-
generation (but not far) DL acceleration
is considered to be based on the
memory-centric architecture that mini-
mizes data movement by computing data
near or in memory domains, which is
known to consume an immense amount
of power.[3] Near-data processing (NDP)
realizes parallel floating-point MAC opera-
tions in the vicinity of the memory domain,
minimizing data movement.[4,5] However,
this architecture also suffers from the
notorious memory wall issue[6] due to large
latency in access to random access memory
(RAM). Additionally, NDP leverages its
advantages only for memory-bound
models, e.g., fully connected networks

and recurrent neural networks, where one weight is used for
one operation, unlike convolutional neural networks in which
one weight is used for many operations.

A workaround solution is to merge processing and memory
domains into a single domain in which parallel MAC operations
are executed in an analog manner.[7–18] This strategy realizes in-
place MAC operations that allow memory access and operations
to occur simultaneously in the same domain. We refer to this
strategy as analog computing-in-memory (aCIM). Its feasibility
has been demonstrated with various types of memory such as
volatile memory, e.g., dynamic RAM,[7] static RAM,[8–10] and
nonvolatile memory, e.g., magnetic RAM,[11] resistive RAM
(RRAM).[12,13,15–17] Among various embedded memories for
aCIM, resistance-based nonvolatile RAMs have been attracting
large attention because of their feasible analog MAC operations
in parallel based on Kirchhoff ’s current law (KCL). Particularly,
RRAM offers multilevel data representations, so that a single
RRAM cell can represent a multi-bit weight, which allows parallel
fixed-point MAC operations at reduced space and computational
complexities. However, the larger the parallelism and the num-
ber of levels of a single cell, the more likely a higher bit-resolution
is required for the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) to avoid
data loss, which causes prohibitive power consumption and area
overhead.

In this regard, it may be necessary to limit the number of
levels of a single cell and the parallelism such that: i) multiple
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Computing-in-memory (CIM) is considered a feasible solution to the acceleration
of multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations at low power. The key to CIM is parallel
MAC operations in the memory domain, and thus reductions in power con-
sumption and memory-access latency. Resistive random access memory (RRAM)
can be a good candidate for the memory for CIM given its data nonvolatility, high
data density, low-latency read-out, multilevel representation, and inherent cur-
rent accumulation capability. Particularly, the last two attributes offer analog
MAC operations in parallel in the memory domain. However, the fully analog
MAC operation scheme causes significant power and area overheads for its
peripheral circuits, particularly, analog-to-digital converters. To compensate for
these downsides using digital processing, a method for sub-array-wise partial
MAC operations over weight-resistors that are optimally split to minimize power
and area overheads for the peripheral circuits is proposed. The simulations
performed highlight the optimal sub-array of 4� w=2 in size. That is, weight-
splitting such that a single w-bit weight is represented by w=2 RRAM cells, i.e.,
2-bit for each cell. For 8-bit weights, the figure of merit (FOM) for this optimal
case reaches �28.3� FOM for the case of no weight-splitting.
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cells (rather than a single cell) represent a single weight and ii)
the partial results from parallel operations are processed in a dig-
ital processing domain. However, this costs operational latency.
Considering the power- and area-efficiency of operations (PAE)
as a figure of merit, there may be optimal parallelism and num-
ber of levels of a single cell for the largest PAE given the trade-off
between the operational latency and power/area-efficiency. In
this work, we attempt to find the optimal operational strategy
to maximize PAE. The primary contributions of our work are
as follows: 1) We provide a strategy for optimal weight-splitting
and mapping onto an RRAM array to maximize PAE for mixed-
signal-based CIM (mCIM). 2) We validate the strategy for various
weight and activation resolutions (w and a, respectively) and com-
pare it with naive weight-mapping methods. 3) We provide the
power and area overheads for a successive-approximation-
register ADC (SAR-ADC) and shift-and-add unit (S&A) with var-
ious data resolutions, which were designed using the Cadence
GPDK 45 nm technology.

Note that the GPDK 45 nm technology is comparable with the
technologies for: 1) the state-of-the-art RRAM-based CIM macros,
e.g., TSMC 65 nm for ref. [19] 55 nm technology for ref. [20],
Winbond 90 nm for ref. [15], and TSMC 22 nm for ref. [21],
and 2) RRAM-based CIM simulators, e.g., CACTI 32 nm for
refs. [12,13], FreePDK 45 nm for ref. [22], TSMC 65 nm PDK
for ref. [23], and TSMC 40 nm PDK (scaled to 32 nm) for ref. [24].

The mCIM macro (and thus operational scheme) considered
in this work is similar to previous designs.[12,13] Additionally,
there exist some efforts to reduce the ADC resolution in
mCIM macros to alleviate the area and power overheads. For
instance, Anirban Nag et al. proposed a method to reduce the
ADC resolution by sacrificing the operational precision to a mar-
ginal degree.[13] Compared with these works to the same end, the
novelties of our method include the following: 1) Our method
considers the number of splits of a single weight as a parameter
subject to optimization to maximize the figure of merit, unlike
the previous methods. 2) Our method also considers the

operational parallelism (number of word (row) lines addressed
at a cycle) as an optimizable parameter, unlike the previous meth-
ods in which all word lines are addressed at a cycle to maximize
the parallelism. 3) Our method can maximize the figure of merit
given circuit parameters without losing any operational precision
unlike the previous methods.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
addresses the basics and challenges of RRAM-based CIM.
Section 3 is dedicated to: 1) the basics of RRAM-based mCIM,
2) power and area overheads for mCIM peripheral circuits, which
strongly rely on the data resolution, and 3) operational latency for
mCIM. Section 4 addresses the proposed strategy to optimally
partition the RRAM array to maximize PAE and the simulation
results validating the strategy for various weight and activation
resolutions. Finally, this work is concluded in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

KCL applied to RRAM arrays realizes parallel analog MAC oper-
ations with a-bit activations and w-bit weights in fixed-point data
formats. A common type of unit RRAM cell is 1T1R, i.e., one-
transistor and one-resistor, where the transistor serves as an
active selector for random access.[25,26] Passive unit RRAM cells
are also considered, e.g., 1S1R (one-passive selector and
one-resistor)[27,28] and 1 R (one self-rectifying resistor).[18,29,30]

For simplicity, we illustrate RRAM arrays as arrays of passive
resistors hereafter. Additionally, we refer to the lines to which
activations are applied as row lines and the lines that output
the current sums as column lines.

Consider an M � N RRAM array, i.e., M row and N column
lines. For parallel analog MAC operations, one column line is
addressed at one cycle to add up the currents through the
RRAM cells that share the same column line. The situation is
illustrated in Figure 1a. The a-bit activations are converted to ana-
log voltage signals by digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and
subsequently applied to the row lines simultaneously. The

Figure 1. Schematics of: a) the fully analog multiply-accumulate (MAC) operation scheme and b) analog/digital MAC operation scheme.
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aggregate current through the parallel RRAM cells is converted to
an analog voltage signal, which is subsequently latched by a
sample-and-hold unit (S&H) and eventually converted to a digital
signal by an ADC. To this end, each RRAM cell needs to repre-
sent: 1) clearly distinguishable 2w conductance levels, 2) perfect
linearity in current–voltage (I�V ) characteristics for each
conductance level, 3) excelent memory retention, 4) negligible
read-disturbance, and so forth.

A daunting challenge is the desired precision (bit resolution)
of ADCs to avoid any data loss. For an M � N RRAM array, M
parallel MAC operations of a-bit activations and w-bit weights
need minimal output bit width (b) to avoid data loss.

b ¼ log2M þ w þ a if w and a > 1

¼ log2M þ w þ a� 1 otherwise
(1)

For instance, when M ¼ 128 and w ¼ a ¼ 8, the desired bit
width b already reaches 23-bit, which leads to prohibitive power
and area overheads, and latency of the ADC.

To date, available ADC designs are diverse ;[31] they largely dif-
fer in power and area overheads, and latency. SAR-ADCs high-
light high power efficiency at a mediocre resolution,[31–34] so they
are frequently deployed in RRAM-based CIM macros.[12,13,24]

The SAR-ADC consists of four components: capacitive DAC, ref-
erence buffer, comparator, and SAR logic.[34] The large power
and area overheads of the SAR-ADC at high resolutions arise
mainly from the capacitive DAC, which exponentially scales with
data resolution.[33] The overheads for the SAR-ADC will be
elaborated in Section 3.2.

3. Mixed-Signal-Based CIM

3.1. Overview

The mCIM considered in this work significantly improves the
power- and area-efficiency, and reliability by executing a consid-
erable amount of sub-operations in the digital processing
domain. To this end, it differs from the aforementioned aCIM
such that: 1) Bit-serial activations are applied to the row lines
to reduce the area and power overheads of the DACs.
2) Multiple (nw) RRAM cells collectively represent a single
w-bit weight, which are addressed simultaneously. 3)M row lines
are partitioned intoM=nM groups (each group is of nM lines), and
the RRAM cells in the same group are simultaneously addressed.

A schematic of the mCIM is illustrated in Figure 1b. The
bit-serial representation allows each a-bit activation A k½ � (for
the kth row line) to be encoded as a bit stream over a cycles

A k½ � ¼
Xa
t¼1

At k½ �2t�1; whereAt k½ � ∈ f0, 1g (2)

and thus fully supported by a 1-bit DAC. This largely alleviates the
power and area overheads for the DACs compared with the aCIM
but at the cost of latency (a cycles). Additionally, the
linearity in the I�V relationship of the RRAM cell is no longer
required given that only constant read-out voltage pulses are used.

Given the use of nw RRAM cells to represent a single w-bit
weight W k½ � at the kth row line, each RRAM cell represents a
w=nw-bit partial weight Wi k½ � such that

W k½ � ¼
Xnw
i¼1

Wi k½ �2w=nwði�1Þ (3)

This weight-partitioning improves the operational reliability
because it can enlarge the multilevel conductance read-out
margins. We partition the M row lines into M=nM groups
(each of which is of size nM) and address each group (rather
than the whole M row lines) at one cycle. Owing to the bit-
serial activation representation and weight- and row line-
partitioning, the desired resolution b of the ADCs is significantly
reduced to

b ¼ log2nM þ w=nw (4)

We consider nw parallel SAR-ADCs to simultaneously convert
the current sum from the nw column lines.

Using Equation (2) and (3), the product W k½ �A k½ � is given by

W k½ �A k½ � ¼
Xa
t¼1

Xnw
i¼1

Wi k½ �At k½ �2w=nwði�1Þ
 !

2t�1 (5)

Addressing each partition including nM � nw , RRAM cells
performs nM MAC operations in parallel, yielding a partial
sum Sp (for k ¼ 1, · · · , nM)

Sp ¼
PnM

k¼1 W k½ �A k½ �

¼
Xa
t¼1|{z}

digital

Xnw
i¼1|{z}

digital

0
BBBB@
XnM
k¼1|{z}

analog

Wi k½ �At k½ �

1
CCCCA2w=nwði�1Þ

2
66664

3
77775

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{parallel ops

2t�1
(6)

The two inner summations in Equation (6) are performed in
parallel at one cycle as follows. The innermost summationP

k Wi k½ �At k½ � is performed by adding up the currents through
the RRAM cells for the row lines (k ¼ 1, · · · , nM) and a given
column i (analog sum). The summation over columns i is also
performed in parallel by shifting the summation for each column
by w=nwði� 1Þ bits and subsequently adding them (digital sum).
To this end, we deploy nw ADCs and one S&A.

The sum Sp in Equation (6) is eventually obtained by repeating
the aforementioned summations over each bit t in the activa-
tions, and shifting the summation results by t� 1 bits using
the same S&A and accumulating them (digital sum). Similar
operational schemes were proposed in refs. [12,13] for the same
purpose as our scheme. Yet, ours is distinguishable from these
schemes given that the operational parallelism nM is subject to
optimization in terms of area- and power efficiency unlike the
previous methods, where nM is always set to M.

3.2. Area and Power Overheads of Peripheral Circuits

As shown in Figure 1b, the peripheral circuits include M 1-bit
DACs, nw sets of an S&H and SAR-ADC, and one S&A.
Given that a SAR-ADC includes an S&H, we do not consider
the area and power overheads of an S&H separately. Because
we aim to find the optimal memory partition size (nM � nw)
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for a given weight-resolution w, we only address the peripheral
circuits whose power and area scale with nM and nw , e.g., SAR-
ADC and S&A. Note that the 1-bit DACs are independent of the
partition size. We designed the peripheral circuits using the
Cadence GPDK 45 nm technology with a 1 V supply voltage.
The clock frequency was set to 100MHz.

3.2.1. SAR-ADC

A SAR-ADC converts an analog voltage signal to its binary num-
ber by iteratively comparing the analog signal with the reference
signals that are generated by a capacitive DAC and SAR logic. A
SAR-ADC consists of a binary-weighted capacitive DAC, SAR
logic, and comparator (Figure 2a). The capacitive DAC utilizes
capacitive voltage division using a set of capacitors. A unit capac-
itive DAC with b-bit resolution uses b capacitors, C1, : : : ,Cb,
each of which represents a digit of a given b-bit binary number
such that Ci¼ 2i�1C0. A unit capacitor is denoted by C0 (30 fF),
which is also included in the capacitive DAC, so the capacitive
DAC uses ðbþ 1Þ capacitors in aggregate. The ðbþ 1Þ capacitors
mostly dictate the circuit area and power consumption of the
capacitive DAC. The capacitance in total Ctot is given by

Ctot ¼ C0 þ
Xb
i¼1

2i�1C0¼ 2bC0 (7)

A timing diagram for a SAR-ADC (b ¼ 4) is illustrated in
Figure 2b. Because each digit of the b-bit output is iteratively out-
put, the conversion latency TADC is proportional to the resolution
b such that

TADC ¼ ðbþ 1Þf �1
clk (8)

where f clk denotes clock frequency. The latency includes one
sampling cycle as shown in Figure 2b.

The power consumed by the capacitive DAC including the
capacitor array and switches (PcDAC) is given by a function of
the resolution b as follows.[33]

PcDAC ¼ PA0
2b

bþ 1|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
cap array

þ P1b|{z}
switch

þ P2 (9)

where PA0, P1, and P2 are constant with respect to the resolution
b. Regarding the area AcDAC, the areas of the capacitor array and
switches linearly scale with Ctot in Equation (7) and resolution b,
respectively, and thus we have

AcDAC ¼ AA02b|fflffl{zfflffl}
cap array

þ A1b|{z}
switch

þ A2 (10)

where AA0, A1, and A2 are constant with respect to the
resolution b.

The SAR logic in Figure 1 consists of b flip-flops, so that its
power consumption Plogic and area Alogic linearly scales with the
resolution b(
Plogic ¼ P3bþ P4

Alogic ¼ A3bþ A4
(11)

The comparator power Pcomp and area Acomp are independent
of the resolution b. Therefore, the power PADC and area AADC of
the unit SAR-ADC are modeled using Equation (9)–(11) as8>>>>><
>>>>>:

PADC ¼ PcDAC þ Plogic þ Pcomp

¼ PA0
2b
bþ1 þ PA1bþ PA2

AADC ¼ AcDAC þ Alogic þ Acomp

¼ AA02b þ AA1bþ AA2

(12)

where PA1 ¼ P1 þ P3, PA2 ¼ P2 þ P4, AA1 ¼ A1 þ A3, and
AA2 ¼ A2 þ A4. The constants PA0 � PA2 and AA0 � AA2 are
extracted from power and area breakdown, respectively, for
our design of a SAR-ADC using the GPDK 45 nm technology
as shown in Figure 3. The results are listed in Table 1.

3.2.2. S&a Units

The S&A unit is responsible for the digital summations in
Equation (6) such that: i) the nw b-bit signals from the nw parallel
SAR-ADCs for a given bit t are shifted and subsequently
summed, and ii) the result for the cycle t is accumulated for
the outermost summation in Equation (6). The S&A consists
of: 1) nw b-bit registers with nw � 1 shift registers, 2) an adder
tree, and 3) an accumulator (see Figure 4). As shown in
Figure 4, the operation takes two clock cycles, so the latency
TSA is given by

TSA ¼ 2f �1
clk (13)

To address the power consumption of the S&A unit PSA, we
consider the power consumption of each part in Figure 4, which
is proportional to the resolution of data output. The shift-register

Figure 2. a) successive-approximation-register analog to digital converter
(SAR-ADC) circuit diagram. The reference voltage V ref was set to 1 V.
b) Timing diagram for 4-bit resolution.
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and adder tree parts output b0 0-bit data, whereas the accumulator
outputs b0-bit data, where

b 00 ¼ log2nM þ w
b0 ¼ log2M þ w þ a

(14)

Thus, the power consumption of the S&A unit PSA can be
modeled as

PSA ¼ PS0b 00nw|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
shift�registers

þ PS1b 00ðnw � 1Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
adder tree

þ PS2b0|ffl{zffl}
accumulator

(15)

where PS0, PS1, and PS2 are constant. Figure 5 shows the power
consumption with weight splits nw for an S&A unit for 8-bit
weights (w ¼ 8) and 64 rows in aggregate in an array
(M ¼ 64). The constants PS0, PS1, and PS2 were acquired by
fitting Equation (15) to the data in Figure 4, which is listed in
Table 1.

The area of the S&A unit is modeled using a heuristic
equation as

ASA ¼ ðAS0b 00nwÞε þ AS1b 00ðnw � 1Þ þ AS2b0 (16)

where AS0, AS1, AS2, and ε are constant. Unlike the power in
Equation (15), (16) involves an additional parameter ε that indi-
cates the optimal arrangement of the CMOS components in the

Figure 3. a) Power- and b) area-breakdowns for a unit SAR-ADC with respect to its resolution b.

Table 1. Area and power overheads of major components in an
RRAM-based CIM macro.

SAR-ADC (GPDK 45 [nm]); V ref ¼ 1V

Power PADC PA0
2b
bþ1 þ PA1bþ PA2 ðWÞ
PA0 ¼ 1.9� 10�6

PA1 ¼ 4.3� 10�6

PA2 ¼ 1.12� 10�5

Area AADC AA02b þ AA1bþ AA2 ½mm2�
AA0 ¼ 1.16� 10�4

AA1 ¼ 1.64� 10�4

AA2 ¼ 1.72� 10�4

Latency TADC ðbþ 1Þf �1
clk

S&A (GPDK 45 nm)

Power PSA PS0b0 0nw þ PS1b0 0ðnw � 1Þ þ PS2b0 ½W�
PS0 ¼ 3.35� 10�7

PS1 ¼ 1.73� 10�7

PS2 ¼ 5.58� 10�7

Area ASA ðAS0b0 0nwÞε þ AS1b0 0ðnw � 1Þ þ AS2b0 ½mm2�
AS0 ¼ 7.09� 10�6

AS1 ¼ 5.93� 10�6

AS2 ¼ 1.59� 10�5

ε ¼ 0.78

Latency TSA 2f �1
clk

1-bit DAC (GPDK 45 nm)

Power PDAC 1 μW

Area ADAC 6.25� 10�6 ½mm2�

RRAM array M�N array

Power PM nMnwPcell ; single-cell power Pcell ¼ 10 nW

Area AM MNAcell; single cell size Acell ¼ 50� 50 nm2

Latency TM 50 ns

Figure 4. Shift-and-add unit (S&A) circuit diagram for nw ¼ 4.
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S&A unit. These parameters for GPDK45nm are also listed in
Table 1.

3.3. Power and Area Estimation Per Core

The major components of the RRAM-based mCIM include an
RRAM array, DACs, ADCs, and S & A (Figure 1b). Using the
power and area overhead of these components in Table 1, we
can estimate the power and area of the mCIM core, Pcore and
Acore, as follows.

Pcore ¼ nMnwPcell þMPDAC þ nwPADC þ PSA þ Pr
Acore ¼ MNAcell þMADAC þ nwAADC þ ASA þ Ar

(17)

where Pr and Ar denote the power and area of the other
components in the mCIM, which are not subject to optimization.

3.4. Operational Latency

The MAC operations in the mCIM are fully pipelined as
shown in Figure 6. The M � N RRAM array is partitioned
into M=nM � N=nw sub-arrays, each of which is of nM � nw
in size. We index a given sub-array using the notation
Memory i, j½ �, where i ∈ 1,M=nM½ �, and j ∈ 1,N=nw½ �. Each
sub-array Memory i, j½ � is addressed at one cycle to perform
the parallel MAC operations indicated in Equation (6). A set
of nw SAR-ADCs are shared among the sub-arrays using
time-division multiplexing, and thus, for an addressed
sub-array, an independent SAR-ADC is dedicated to each
column. Given the encoding of a-bit activation, the MAC
operations need a cycles and two additional cycles in
Figure 6,i.e., aþ 2 cycles in total. Note that the pipeline
includes one pre-cycle to read activations from the buffer,
but omitted in Figure 5 because this pre-cycle is much faster
than the others.

Figure 5. a) Power- and b) area-breakdowns for an S&A with respect to the number of weight splits nw for w ¼ 8 and M ¼ 64.

Figure 6. Mixed-signal-based computing-in-memory (mCIM) pipeline for a set of nM parallel MAC operations for partial sum Sp. The RRAM array is
partitioned into nM � nw sub-arrays. Memory½1∶nM, i� denotes the ith column of a given sub-array. To-voltage½i� denotes the conversion of the current sum
for the ith column to its corresponding voltage VM½i�.
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According to Figure 6, the duration of each cycle Tcyc is
given by

Tcyc ¼ maxðTM,TADC,TSAÞ (18)

where TM denotes RRAM read-out time, which is set to 50 ns.
The ADC latency (TADC) and S&A latency (TSA) are given by
Equation (8) and (13), respectively. Thus, the cycle duration is
determined by the resolution of ADCs such that, for given
f clk (¼ 100MHz) and TM (¼ 50 ns), T cyc ¼ TM if b ≤ 4, and
Tcyc ¼ ðbþ 1Þf �1

clk otherwise. The total latency T for the MAC
operations Sp in Equation (6) is therefore given by

T ¼ ðaþ 2ÞT cyc (19)

4. Optimal Weight-Split Strategy

We address the optimal arrangement of the M=nM � N=nw
sub-arrays (each of which is of nM � nw in size) in the M � N
array considering the trade-off between the operational latency
and area/power overhead. Here, we consider the PAE of the
mCIM macro as figures of merits.

4.1. Power- and Area-Efficiency of mCIM Macro

One MAC operation is considered as two operations (multiplica-
tion and accumulation), i.e., 1 MAC¼ 2 OPs. The calculation of
the partial sum Sp in Equation (6), which involves 2nM OPs, is the
unit task to evaluate the PAE.

PAE ¼ 2nM
PcoreAcoreT

(20)

where Pcore and Acore are given by Equation (17), and T is given by
Equation (19).

The optimal nw value regarding the maximum PAE can be
calculated by differentiating Equation (20) with respect to nw .

∂PAE
∂nw

����
n�w

¼ � 2nM
ðPcoreAcoreTÞ2

∂ðPcoreAcoreTÞ
∂nw

¼ 0 (21)

and thus the optimal n�w value leads to

∂ðPcoreAcoreTÞ
∂nw

n�w½ � ¼ 0 (22)

The optimal nM (n�M) (if exists) can be acquired by differenti-
ating Equation (20) with nM .

∂PAE
∂nM

¼ 2
ðPcoreAcoreTÞ2

PcoreAcoreT � nM
ð ∂PcoreAcoreTÞ

∂nM

� �
(23)

Thus, the optimal n�M satisfies the following equation.

ðPcoreAcoreTÞ n�M½ � ¼ n�M
∂ðPcoreAcoreTÞ

∂nM
n�M½ � (24)

In search of the optimal nw , we calculated the PcoreAcoreT
product for a mCIM macro with a 128� 128 array
(i.e., M ¼ N ¼ 128) with respect to the number of sub-weights
nw . The activation resolution a was set to 8, and the parameters
listed in Table 1 were used. Figure 7a shows the calculation
results for w ¼ 8 and various nM values (1� 64). For all nM
except for nM ¼ 1, the PcoreAcoreT product attains its minimum
at nw ¼ 4, i.e., 2-bit sub-weight per RRAM cell, whereas, for
nM ¼ 1, the minimum is placed at nw ¼ 2. The corresponding
PAE values are shown in Figure 7b. Given n�w , the PAE peaks
at nw ¼ 2 and nw ¼ 4 for nM ¼ 1 and nM > 1, respectively.

Figure 7. a) PcoreAcoreT product, b) corresponding power- and area-efficiency of operations (PAE) with the number of sub-weights (nw), and c) PAE at the
optimal nw with the operational parallelism nM for w ¼ 8. The same plots for w ¼ 4 are shown in d), e), and f ). For both cases, the array size and activation
resolution a were set to 128� 128 and 8, respectively.
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The presence of the optimal nw for w ¼ 4 was also identified as
seen in Figure 6d, yielding n�w ¼ 2 for nM > 1, i.e., 2-bit sub-
weight per RRAM cell while n�w ¼ 1 for nM ¼ 1. Accordingly,
PAE peaks at n�w ¼ 2 for nM > 1 and n�w ¼ 1 for nM ¼ 1
(Figure 6e).

We subsequently identified if there exists the optimal nM for
the optimal nw by plotting PAE at n�w (PAE*) with respect to nM
(Figure 7c,f for w ¼ 8 and w ¼ 4, respectively). Both figures indi-
cate the maximum PAE* at nM ¼ 4, i.e., n�M ¼ 4. This is because
of the cycle duration T cyc in Equation (18) determined by TM for
nM ≤ 4 while determined by TADC for nM > 4. As explained in
Section 3.4, the RRAM read-out time TM (¼ 50 ns) dictates Tcyc

when b ≤ 4 which corresponds to nM ≤ 4 for w=nw ¼ 2 and
nM ¼ 1 for w=nw ¼ 4 according to Equation (4). Therefore,
PAE* in Figure 6c,f is dictated by TM and TADC for nM ≤ 4
and nM > 4, respectively. Figure 8 identifies this by separately

showing PAE* with T cyc ¼ TM and T cyc ¼ TADC for w ¼ 8
and w ¼ 4. The optimal nM is placed at nM ¼ 4 for which
TM ¼ TADC, i.e., n�M ¼ 4 for both w ¼ 8 and w ¼ 4. Note that
the abrupt drops in PAE*ðT cyc ¼ TADCÞ for nM ¼ 1 (compared
with nM ¼ 2) in Figure 8 are due to the larger bit-width b for
nM ¼ 1 than nM ¼ 2. For w ¼ 8, n�w ¼ 2 for nM ¼ 1, yielding a
bit-width b of 4 using Equation (4). However, n�w ¼ 4 for
nM ¼ 2, yielding a bit-width b of 3, so that the product
PcoreAcoreT for nM ¼ 1 outweighs the product for nM ¼ 2, leading
to the drop in PAE* at nM ¼ 1. The same holds for w ¼ 4.

We highlight the significance of performance improvement
due to the optimal nw for a given nM by comparing the maximum
PAE at n�w (PAE*) with two naive cases: 1) nw ¼ 1 and 2) nw ¼ w.
The former indicates the case in which each RRAM cell is forced
to represent as many conductance levels as possible to increase
the memory density. To this end, the number of conductance
levels is frequently taken as an important measure of RRAM
performance.[35–37] For Case (i), the relative PAE (PAE/
PAE nw ¼ 1½ �) for w ¼ 8 is shown in Figure 9a. As such, the rela-
tive PAE peaks at nw ¼ n�w ¼ 4 insomuch as PAE*/PAE nw ¼ 1½ �
for n�Mð¼ 4Þ attains �28.3� PAE for the naive case. This is
because the naive case (nw ¼ 1) causes the prohibitive power
and area overheads of the peripheral circuits, and thus consider-
ably degrading PAE. The other naive case (Case (ii)) uses 1-bit
RRAM cells, so that nw ¼ w. For n�Mð¼ 4Þ, the maximum PAE
at n�w ¼ 4 achieves a 2� improvement in PAE compared with
Case (ii) as seen in Figure 8b. For Case (ii), the power and area
overheads of a unit ADC are much lower than Case (i) and even
the optimal case. Nevertheless, more parallel ADCs are needed
than the optimal case, so that the overall power and area over-
heads outweigh the optimal case. Note that the relative PAEs
in Figure 8 can be compared among different nw (but the same

Figure 8. PAE* with Tcyc ¼ TM and Tcyc ¼ TADC for: a) w ¼ 8 and
b) w ¼ 4.

Figure 9. PAE relative to PAE at: a) nw ¼ 1 and b) nw ¼ 8 for w ¼ 8. For w ¼ 4, PAE relative to PAE at nw ¼ 1 and nw ¼ 4 is shown in c) and
d), respectively.
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nM) cases only. This is because PAE nw½ � is normalized by
PAE nw ¼ 1½ � of the same nM .

Similar features are seen for the case of w ¼ 4 as shown
in Figure 8c,d. Albeit similar, a large difference from the case
w ¼ 8 lies in the relative PAE (PAE*/PAE nw ¼ 1½ �) in that the
maximum relative PAE is �1.6� PAE for nw ¼ 1 unlike
28.3� for the case w ¼ 8. This is because the use of low-weight
resolution (w ¼ 4) causes much lower power and area overheads
than the higher weight resolution (w ¼ 8).

For generalization, we address the optimal sub-array size
(n�M � n�w) for various weight and activation formats ðw, aÞ;
w ∈ f2, 4, 8, 16g and a ∈ f2, 4, 8, 16g, i.e., 16 distinct cases in
aggregate. Figure 10a identifies n�M ¼ 4 for the 16 cases given
the peak of relative PAE* (PAE*/PAE* nM ¼ 1½ �) at nM ¼ 4 for
all cases. The optimal nw values for all cases were calculated
at n�M ¼ 4 and plotted in Figure 10b. The results highlight
the relationship n�w ¼ w=2 irrespective of weight and activation
formats. Thus, we have the optimal sub-array size n�M � n�w ¼
4� w=2 for w, a ∈ f2, 4, 8, 16g. PAE* for all 16 cases is plotted
in Figure 10c.

5. Conclusion

The increase of memory density in the RRAM array domain by
multilevel memory operations comes at the cost of considerable
power and area overheads for the peripheral circuits of an
RRAM-based mCIMsmacro, mainly, ADCs and S&As. The same
holds for operational parallelism, i.e., the number of parallel
MAC operations. We have clarified the prohibitive power and
area overheads for the peripheral circuits, which are often
ignored. Particular emphasis was placed on the ADCs and
S&As whose power and area overheads strongly rely on the reso-
lution of data processed; the resolution is determined by the
memory bit of each RRAM cell and the operational parallelism.
In this regard, we have proposed a strategy to determine the opti-
mal memory bit of each RRAM cell and parallelism, which cor-
responds to the optimal size of a sub-array that is addressed at
one cycle, to maximize the PAE as a figure of merit. Various
weight and activation data formats (w, a ∈ f2, 4, 8, 16g) with
SAR-ADCs and S&As (designed using the Cadence GPDK

45 nm) commonly indicate n�M � n�w ¼ 4� w=2 as the optimal
sub-array size.
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